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Abstract We review the extent to which the psychosocial
trait, behavioral, and neural models of impulsivity in adoles-
cence and young adulthood commonly used in alcohol re-
search may be reconciled. Recent advances in the develop-
ment of trait models of impulsivity have converged towards a
three-trait framework of impulsigenic traits, with motivational
drive (extraversion), effortful control (conscientiousness and/
or constraint), and emotion dysregulation (neuroticism) at its
core, which has similar developmental models in childhood.
Behavioral models of impulsivity have focused on a two-
factor model centered around impulsive choice versus impulse
response, which seems to have little theoretical or empirical
connection with trait models of impulsivity. Throughout, we
review recent neuroimaging research related to trait and be-
havioral impulsivity. We also discuss research on how trait

and behavioral impulsivity are associatedwith alcohol use risk
and AUDs and how behavioral impulsivity is affected by
alcohol use. We note significant problems in integrating trait
and behavioral research, driven by the absence of a shared
theoretical framework for behavioral and trait models, a gen-
eral underrepresentation of developmental research, and in-
consistencies in definitions of impulsivity in the literature.
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Introduction

Alcohol-use disorder is characterized by impaired control over
alcohol use (i.e. the inability to stop drinking despite inten-
tions to do so [1]), which often leads to harmful outcomes [2,
3••]. Impaired control may capture an impulsivity to compul-
sivity shift in addiction to alcohol that reflects a cross-over in
motivation from positive to negative reinforcement [4].
Children and adolescents who are observed to have difficulty
controlling problematic behavior before drinking begins are
known to be at risk of alcohol-use disorders [5, 6], and
problems with behavioral control have been cross-
sectionally linked to difficulty controlling alcohol use among
young adults [7, 8], suggesting the same brain mechanisms
that go awry in alcohol disorders may also predispose adoles-
cents and young adults to those disorders in the first place.
Indeed, the neurobiological basis of this impaired control has
become better understood in recent years, with research fo-
cusing on the neural substrates of addiction in terms of dys-
function in regions of the brain related to constraint and
reward [9].

Alcohol use increases dramatically from adolescence to
young adulthood, with 11 % of 8th graders in the United
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States being past-month drinkers to 42% of 18 year olds being
past-month drinkers [10] and by age 20, 45.5 % of individuals
report binge drinking (consuming five or more drinks) at least
twice a month [11]. During this same period, regions of the
adolescent brain responsible for self-control are being dramat-
ically reorganized; this involves increases in white matter
volume and integrity, reflecting myelination and increased
fiber organization, and reductions in gray matter volume
associated with synaptic pruning [12–14]. Moreover, there is
rapid maturation of mesolimbic dopamine systems, including
the nucleus accumbens and the amygdala, which occurs
around puberty, resulting in high novelty-seeking, reward
sensitivity, and risk taking during adolescence which declines
into young adulthood [15]. In contrast, the prefrontal regions
which underlie inhibitory control and decision making devel-
op relatively late [13, 16]. This pattern of brain development
produces a developmental “asymmetry”, with highmotivation
for reward developing early in adolescence and general im-
pulse control developing late, increasing the propensity to
engage in risky behavior during adolescence relative to adult-
hood [17, 18]. These developmental changes in the brain have
been shown to be accompanied by changes in trait measures
of sensation seeking (for the dopamine systems) and impulse
control and self-control (for inhibitory control systems) [19•,
20]. Thus, it is critical to understand how existing models of
impulsivity may be mapped on to these brain regions that are
so important to adolescent development.

Similar to definitions of addiction, impulsive behavior is
one without forethought or regard for subsequent conse-
quences, and “impulsigenic traits” can be thought of as traits
that produce a tendency to regularly engage in impulsive
behavior [21, 22•, 23]. Yet impulsivity is so often inconsis-
tently defined in studies it is difficult to draw firm conclu-
sions about what we do and do not know regarding the
development and maintenance of addiction, except that less
impulsivity is good and more is bad. This review attempts
to combine models of impulsivity commonly utilized in
alcohol research among adolescents and emerging adults
from a psychosocial trait, behavioral, and neurobiological
perspective, to provide an integrated perspective on matters
of impulsivity and alcohol.

Trait Models of Impulsivity

Impulsivity is often measured as a trait by asking people to
rate themselves on specific behavior or characteristics (such as
“I often act on impulse” or “I often act without thinking” or “I
often do things on the spur of the moment”, [23]). In one
sense, these trait measures are assessing individual’s percep-
tions of the causes of their impulsive behavior, in that they are
asking a person to look back over aggregations of their be-
havior and rate the degree to which they acted “on the spur of

the moment” vs. “without thinking” vs. “acted on impulse”.
More recent researchers then labeled aggregations of these
items impulse control, planning, sensation seeking, impulsiv-
ity, urgency, good or bad impulsivity, or with some related
label [23–27]. These measures can tell us who is at risk of
alcohol use, problems, and disorders, and indeed, children,
adolescents and young adults who rate themselves as more
impulsive or who are rated by others as more impulsive
have been consistently shown to be associated with alcohol
use and problems (recently reviewed elsewhere [28•, 29•,
30•]). Trait measurement is fast, generally reliable, and can
thus be conducted for large numbers of respondents over
long periods of time.

Indeed, just as high sensation seeking and low impulse
control in adolescence are two different explanations of the
causes of impulsivity, many traits have been proposed to
explain impulsive behavior. In the past decade the field has
been converging on a model of impulsivity with three com-
ponents [22•, 31••, 32••]. This model is similar to the UPPS
trait model of Whiteside and Lynam [27] and Smith et al. [26]
and also fits Carver’s [21] biologically based model which
bridges Gray’s reinforcement sensitivity theory with develop-
mental theory [33]. Table 1 illustrates this model with sample
item domains from representative scales that cover each do-
main (note these scales are not meant to represent all scales
that could be used to represent each domain).

This first trait has been described as extraversion/positive
emotionality (E/PE) [32••] which is also associated with mul-
tiple measures of sensation and novelty seeking, and reward
sensitivity [21, 34]. This trait has strong similarities with the
behavioral activating system [24, 35], which is an activating
system producing impulses towards behavior, thought to re-
flect activity in reward centers in the brain (as noted above,
sensation seeking accompanies reward system development
throughout adolescence). Moreover, dopamine receptor avail-
ability in the striatum has been associated with individual
differences in sensation seeking [36, 37], and broad extraver-
sion has been correlated with volume of brain regions associ-
ated with reward processing [38•]. Sensation seeking has
consistently been shown to be weakly correlated with other
facets of impulsivity [22•, 31••], and in a recent review a
“meta-factor” of E/PE was uncorrelated to moderately corre-
lated (r=0.22) with another facet of impulsivity [32••].

The second trait indicates broad conscientiousness, plan-
ning, thinking before acting, and perseverance. It is commonly
measured among children (i.e. “effortful control” [33, 39,
40]), adolescents (impulse control, planning, perseverance
[19•, 30•]), and young adults (planning, perseverance, broad
conscientiousness [26]) with different labels that describe very
similar ideas. This trait is also reflected in Carver’s 2005
model of impulsivity, and extensively throughout the child
temperament literature [33], and reflects attention focusing
and shifting and inhibition, and is also labeled disinhibition
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versus constraint conscientiousness (DvC/C) impulse control,
planning and/or premeditation, perseverance and/or persis-
tence, conscientiousness, good self-control, and future orien-
tation in the adolescent and young adult alcohol literature [21,
23, 26, 27, 32••, 41–43]. However, not all of these scales share
identical item content within each scale. For example, one
popular measurement used to validate theories of adolescent
brain development, the impulse control subscale of the
Weinberger adjustment inventory (WAI; [44]), confounds
sensation seeking and effortful control. Several authors have
noted this “jingle” fallacy in reviews of the literature [27,
32••], where scales with similar names have different content
at the item level. In the UPPS model, Whiteside and Lynam
[27] disaggregated this factor into two facets, (lack of) plan-
ning and (lack of) perseverance. A recent meta-analysis con-
firmed this distinction, suggesting that scales reflecting acting
without thinking (such as UPPS planning) and acting on
impulse (for example the Eysenck I7 impulsivity) load on
one distinct facet that can be regarded as “effect free”, called
disinhibition vs. constraint, whereas scales reflecting (lack of)
persistence and poor self-discipline loaded on a moderately
(r=0.55) correlated factor that also had loadings with EPI
neuroticism and emotionality, labeled conscientiousness and/
or will vs. resourcelessness [32••]. Althoughmany researchers
have speculated that this component of impulsivity is largely
driven by activity in the pre-frontal cortex, very little research
has connected individual differences in trait measures with
individual differences in neural structure or function. In one
study, higher parent and teacher ratings on the parent behavior
scale (including items combining content from effortful con-
trol and impulsivity scales, for example “impulsive, acts with-
out stopping to think” and such symptoms of ADHD as
“hyperactive, always on the go”) were associated with lower
volumes of the right ventromedial prefrontal cortex among 67
children and adolescents from the community [45]. In another
study, larger prefrontal cortex volumes were associated with
greater conscientiousness [38•].

The third trait is another effect-laden facet which reflects
rash decision making paired with negative emotionality.
Sharma et al. [32••] labeled this factor neuroticism and/or
negative emotionality which is measured by use of such terms
as negative urgency, neuroticism, and negative emotionality.
Other scales which accompany this include poor self-control,
emotional control, aggression control, and present-hedonistic
[21, 23, 25, 26, 43, 46]. This aspect is also frequently observed
in the child literature but is not described as a component of
impulsivity, but rather a distinct aspect of temperament
described as “negative emotionality” [33, 39]. This trait
may reflect the functioning of what Gray described as the
behavioral inhibition system (reviewed elsewhere [35, 47])
a “conflict detection and resolution system” that attempts to
resolve conflicting signals about reward or punishment. The
updated reinforcement sensitivity theory links the functioning

Table 1 A three factor model of impulsivity, with sample items for
typical measures and relationships with alcohol outcomes

Associations with alcohol
outcomes [28•, 30•]

Consumption Problem
use

Binge
drinkinga

Extraversion/positive emotionality 0.21–0.27 0.17–0.26 0.36

Tries anything once (UPPS-SS)

Goes all-out to get what he/she
wants (BAS-D).

Does fun things (MPQ-PEM).

Talkative (EPQ-E)

Enjoys taking risks (I-7-V)

Thinks quickly (DII-F)

Neuroticism/negative emotionality 0.17–0.27 0.31–0.38 0.13

Mood often goes up and
down (EAS-E)

Irritable (EPQ-N)

Criticism hurts (BIS).

Restless (BIS-11-A).

Hard to resist acting on
feelings (UPPS-U)

Trouble controlling impulses
(UPPS-U).

Worthless (NEO-D)

Angry (NEO-An)

Constraint/conscientiousness

Constraint 0.18–0.27 0.23–0.37 0.23

Stops and thinks before doing
things (R) (UPPS-Pl)

Acts on impulse (I-7)b

Acts on spur of the moment
(BAS-FS)b

I crave excitement (BAS-FS)b

Cautious, careful (MPQ-C)

Avoids risks of injury (MPQ-C)

Conscientiousness 0.25–0.32 0.16–0.27 0.22

I tend to give up easily (UPPS-P)b

I concentrate easily (UPPS-P)

Wastes a lot of time (NEO-C)b

Never gets organized (NEO-C)b

Gets things done on time
(NEO-C)b

UPPS impulsive behavior scale [27]; BIS/BAS, = behavioral inhibition/
behavioral activation system [149]; MPQ, = multidimensional personality
questionnaire [150]; Eysenck personality questionnaire [151]; Eysenck
impulsiveness questionnaire [23]; Dickmann impulsiveness inventory
[152]; EAS, = emotionality, activity level, and sociability [153]; NEO, =
NEO personality inventory, revised [154]
a Binge drinking findings taken from Ref. [28•] only
b R indicates domain loads in reverse of construct label
Extraversion: SS, sensation seeking; D, drive; PEM, positive emotional-
ity; E, extraversion; V, venturesomeness; F, functional impulsivity
Neuroticism: E, emotionality; N, neuroticism; A, attentional impulsivity;
U, negative urgency; D, depression; An, anger
Constraint: Pl, planning; FS, fun-seeking; C, constraint
Conscientiousness: P, persistence; C, conscientiousness
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of the BIS closely with neuroticism and negative emotionality
[35, 47].

The neural basis of this trait has only recently been inves-
tigated. Boy et al. [48] suggested GABA receptor concentra-
tion in the prefrontal cortex was associated with negative
urgency. One recent large (n=265) multi-modal brain-
imaging study found neuroticism was associated with smaller
total brain volume and a smaller fronto-temporal surface area,
whichmay reflect the effect of early life stress on development
or the degree of stress sensitivity in individuals with high
neuroticism [49]. Another study found an association between
neuroticism and reduced volumes in regions of the brain
implicated in threat detection, goal conflict, error detection,
and sensitivity to punishment, for example in the dorsomedial
PFC, the posterior hippocampus, and portions of the basal
ganglia and midbrain [38•].

Not all researchers have accepted or utilized this frame-
work. Many still utilize a single “impulsiveness” factor
reflecting a broad inability to modify reward drive-initiated
behavior despite negative consequences, measured by broad-
band scales such as the Eysenck I7 impulsivity scale, the BIS-
11 total score, novelty seeking, and MPQ-constraint [34, 50].
This approach to characterizing impulsivity is somewhat sim-
ilar to the “developmental asymmetry” model of adolescence
described above [17, 18, 51•], which utilizes consistent mea-
sures of sensation seeking, but often utilizes measures of
impulse control (i.e. [44]) that mix sensation seeking and
constraint [52]. Generally, there has been little developmental
research on how this third facet of impulsivity may change
throughout adolescence in relation to extraversion and/or pos-
itive emotionality or effortful control.

Reviews of the literature are indicative of mixed findings
on the relationship between broad extraversion and neuroti-
cism and alcohol use and AUDs [53]. However, sensation
seeking has been consistently associated with alcohol use and
problems, with recent meta-analyses suggesting that it has its
strongest effects on involvement in alcohol use and binge
drinking, while negative urgency has strong associations with
alcohol-related problems and AUDs [28•, 30•]. Some authors
have suggested that sensation seeking (reflecting sensitivity to
positive reinforcement) is associated with the early stages of
alcohol involvement, but not necessarily the progression to
abuse or dependence [54••]. Similarly, it may be that negative
urgency (i.e. sensitivity to negative reinforcement) is involved
in the development of dependence as alcohol use escalates,
impaired control over alcohol use emerges, and alcohol use
becomes compulsive [54••]. Thus it may be that mixed find-
ings of previous studies of extraversion or neuroticism have
either been because of a focus on the wrong stage of alcohol
use or AUD or because more specified measures of extraver-
sion that reflect sensitivity to reward (for example sensation
seeking) or neuroticism (that measure negative urgency spe-
cifically) are the best predictors of alcohol involvement rather

than general extraversion or neuroticism. On the other hand,
general measures of conscientiousness and constraint have
been consistently associated with alcohol use in the literature
[53]. Meta analyses suggest that a lack conscientiousness is
associated with both involvement in and problems with alco-
hol use in adolescence [30•] and young adulthood and beyond
[28•], but a lack of conscientiousness (in these meta-analyses
assessed with the UPPS-perseverance scale) was most strong-
ly associated with alcohol use, and somewhat less so with
problem use or binge drinking. Conversely, low constraint
seems to be a general risk factor for alcohol involvement,
predicting both use and problems at moderate levels across
studies [28•, 30•].

Behavioral Models of Impulsivity

Behavioral models provide an ideal framework for testing
hypotheses about when and how individuals are at risk of
alcohol problems. This is impulsivity measured as a behavior,
such as whether or not an individual can suppress a keystroke
response or an eye saccade when given a “stop” signal in a go/
no go situation, suppress an automatic response to read a word
to describe the color of a word (as in a Stroop task), or how
likely someone is to choose between rewards that appear
sooner but are smaller than those which appear later [20,
55–57]. Although these behavioral measurements are often
intended to capture something about impulsigenic traits, be-
cause impulsive actions or choices are directly observed,
situational effects may also be measured (such as in an exper-
imental setting), and thus these measures can also capture state
variability in impulsivity. Moreover, behavioral measures can
also be deployed in neurobiological settings (for example use
of an fMRI or PET scanner) to investigate the neural factors
underlying performance on these tasks.

Similar to trait impulsivity, researchers have examined
multiple causes of impulsivity at the behavioral level. These
tasks can be broadly classified into two categories [22•, 31••,
58, 59], which has been described as a dichotomy of impul-
sive choice versus impulsive responding (sometimes also
called impulsive action) [60]. Impulsive response tasks are
affected by executive cognitive function (ECF, i.e. working
memory, planning, attention, and response inhibition [61]),
and use the ability to the ability to rapidly initiate or inhibit a
response (i.e. go/no go, stop signal, continuous performance
tasks (CPT), Stroop tasks). Although alcohol researchers more
narrowly focus on response inhibition or initiation, there is
also a wider range of what Cross et al. [31••] called “visual
cognitive” tasks that seem to require broader executive
function, for example the tower of London, trails, and
Porteus maze tests, which require the integration of the
multiple domains of ECF.
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On the other hand, impulsive choice tasks assess decision
making and risky choice, In impulsive choice models, prefer-
ence for reward is commonly assessed in two ways. Delay
discounting models manipulate the probability, size and time
to reward, assessing individuals’ preference for delayed ver-
sus immediate rewards in a range from certainty to uncertainty
(i.e. delay discounting task and two-choice task, [55, 62]).
More complex reward models balance this explicit or implicit
information about the size and probability of a potential re-
ward against the size and probability of potential losses (i.e.
Iowa gambling task (IGT) [63], Columbia card task (CCT)
[64], or the balloon analogue risk task (BART) [65]). All of
these tasks provide trial by trial feedback about gains and
losses, allowing participants to adjust their behavior to opti-
mize gains and minimize losses, but they vary in the extent to
which this information is provided explicitly (for example in
the CCT) or implicitly (for example in the BART). Some
authors have also described these tasks as “reflection impul-
sivity”, describing an individuals’ ability to integrate informa-
tion about complex decisions [66], which acknowledges that
these tasks seem to capture both sensitivity to gains and losses
and overall risk-taking strategies that affect behavioral
choices. Examples of these tasks are provided in Table 2.

However, theoretical categorizations of behavioral tasks
are not consistent throughout the literature. For example, some
authors have argued that go/no-go, CPT, antisaccade tasks,
and go–stop tasks all measure response inhibition [67, 68•, 69,
70]. Others have suggested that the go/no-go task and CPT, in
which trials alternate between “go” and “stop” cues measure
something different and distinct from response inhibition
tasks, in which a single trial may include a “go” cue followed
by a “stop” cue [71, 72]. The Stroop task has been categorized
both as a measure of response inhibition, in which participants
must inhibit an automatic response in favor of the appropriate
response, and a task measuring resistance to distracting infor-
mation, similar to a Flanker task, which presents conflicting
information with a target stimulus [56]. Furthermore, empiri-
cal data have not always supported theoretical categorizations.
Tasks purported in some frameworks to measure response
inhibition have been shown to be uncorrelated in factor anal-
ysis [32••, 55]. And, of course, the converse has also been
found [73], suggesting that some tasks either assess multiple
facets of impulsivity or that performance in more complex
tasks is subserved by the abilities measured in other tasks.

Moreover, within the same behavioral task, for example a
Stroop task or a stop-signal task, researchers will often use a
different outcome from the task in different studies. For ex-
ample, in executive function tasks requiring rapid reaction
time and rapid decision making (for example CPT, go/no go,
Stroop, stop-signal tasks), performance in some tasks can be
measured by either reaction times or errors made. Even within
these categories, both reaction time and errors can be calcu-
lated in different ways. For example, to indicate inhibition,

some research has used the number of errors whereas others
have used a ratio of errors to correct responses to represent
impulsive responding [74, 75]. Reaction times can also be
measured in terms of average latencies on either “go” or
“stop” trials and the difference between the delay time at
which participants can inhibit their responses 50 % of the time
on “stop” trials and the mean reaction time on “go trials” [59].
However, it may be that some outcomes measure impulsive
behavior more accurately than others, and some outcomes
may assess different neurocognitive processes entirely.
Specifically, researchers have suggested omission errors (i.e.
not responding when prompted) may indicate sustained atten-
tion, response time may reflect information-processing re-
quirements, and commission errors (i.e. inappropriate
responding) alone assess impulsive responding [76]. Despite
these distinctions, all of these outcomes have been assumed to
be indicative of the same concept, and little work has been
conducted to determine whether different aspects of the same
task capture similar or different self-control mechanisms.

Presumably, results from impulsive response tasks are in-
dicative of inhibition [77], and are undergirded by the function
of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) function and other
prefrontal cortex (PFC) components [78]. Several response
inhibition tasks, for example the go/no-go and stop signal
reaction time tasks, have been used in rodent studies, and
findings in rodent and human studies have been remarkably
consistent [79]. These studies not only reveal the function of
the PFC in response inhibition, but also identify the right
inferior frontal gyrus as a region of interest [80]. Moreover,
there is mounting evidence that there may be a front-striatal
circuit involved in stopping behavior, with research suggest-
ing that this circuit explains poor performance in inhibition
tasks among children with ADHD [81].

It should also be noted that important critiques have called
these assumptions into question [82, 83••, 84•]. First, inhibi-
tion tasks tend to load on broad executive function factors
rather than a specific inhibition factor [83••, 85]. Others have
shown that effortful control involves the executive function of
updating and monitoring information in working memory but
does not involve inhibition [86]. Moreover, investigators [82,
84•] suggest the function of the PFC is to manage multiple
objective-relevant processing pathways, and inhibition
“failures” arise because of an inability to either detect a
signal that a second objective-relevant pathway has arisen
or of an inability to manage a weaker objective-relevant
signal. This framework of inhibition has been described not
as a “don’t do X”, but rather a “do Y” framework, similar to
response inhibition concerning choices between two or
more alternative “do Y” pathways relevant to appropriate
contextual cues [84•].

Risky decision making on the IGT is believed to be
subserved, in part, by the ventro-medial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC/ACC) [87]. This region is believed to be involved
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in assessing uncertainty, with activation typically increased as
risk increases and prefrontal control regions being engaged as
risky choices are inhibited [88–91]. Among adults with AUD,
higher alcohol problem scores were associated with lower
dorsal mPFC response, which could indicate a deficiency in
error prediction and risk avoidance, contributing to continued
risky drinking [92•]. Among emerging adults, diminished
response of this region during risky choices was associated
with alcohol use and with higher scores on the Zuckerman
sensation seeking scale, suggesting that heavier drinking and
disinhibited individuals fail to disengage from risky decisions
[93]. This work provides evidence of overlap between trait
disinhibition, reward-seeking brain response, and alcohol use.

Behavioral tasks have been commonly used in imaging
studies, alcohol administration studies, and alcohol-
association studies in the alcohol literature (Table 2), with
imaging studies often being combined with the last two. The
findings outlined in Table 2 show that alcohol intoxication
affects impulsive responding more than impulsive choices.
Imaging studies seem to provide conflicting findings about
how alcohol use affects inhibition. One study of heavy-
drinking adolescents revealed greater activation during a go-
no/go task in regions associated with response inhibition (for
example the left and right middle frontal gyri and the right
inferior parietal lobe) [94•]. Another study among college
students found the opposite: in a go-no/go task, less activation
in the left and right middle frontal gyri and the left and right
parietal lobes (and other locations) was observed for heavy
drinkers, but only when they correctly inhibited a response
[95]. On the other hand, as drinking progresses, reward net-
works in the brain seem to become rapidly altered. For exam-
ple, alcohol-related reward is consistently associated with
over-activation of mesolimbic systems relating to reward
and motivation (recently reviewed elsewhere [96, 97]), and
even teenagers with relatively short histories of AUD have
robust reward network response to alcohol images compared
with nondrinkers [98]. Taken together, this suggests that dif-
ficulty with impulsive responding is an inconsistent risk factor
for AUDs, but is more consistently observed as a consequence
of both immediate intoxication and heavy drinking histories
and/or AUDs. On the other hand, difficulty with impulsive
choice has been consistently observed to be both a pre-
existing risk factor for AUD and a consequence of drinking
history, but not a direct consequence of intoxication.

Alcohol-association studies examine how task perfor-
mance is associated with risk of alcohol use, either by
connecting performance to self-report of use, or by attempting
to differentiate those at low and high risk. The studies sum-
marized in Table 2 show that, in general, impulsive choice
tasks are more consistently associated with risk of alcohol use
and problems (although patterns of BART findings are more
mixed [99, 100]), whereas impulsive response tasks are less
consistently associated (except perhaps among those with

more severe disorders). By use of diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI), Herting et al. showed that poor white matter integrity
through the frontal, temporal, and subcortical pathways me-
diated the effects of familial alcoholism on slower behavioral
responses on a delay discounting task [101]. This could indi-
cate that pre-existing differences in myelination may be the
cause of difficulty making decisions among FHP youths. In
another DTI study, poorer baseline fronto-limbic white matter
integrity was prospectively associated with subsequent risk
taking and substance use by adolescents, suggesting that
poorer subcortical structural connectivity may be a mecha-
nism underlying the propensity toward risky behavior and
involvement with substance use [102].

Although performance on impulsive response tasks usually
has little predictive ability, imaging work may suggest other-
wise. Specifically, multiple fMRI studies of adolescents with a
family history of alcoholism [103] or those who later report
heavy drinking [104] have suggested reduced recruitment of
regions of the PFC (for example the middle frontal gyrus, the
dorsolateral prefrontal, inferior frontal, and ACC) that have
been associated with inhibition during go/nogo tasks, even
while performance remains equal among groups. Moreover,
there is some evidence that neural signatures can predict the
development of early impaired control over drinking.
Adolescents who later became heavy drinkers or reported
blackouts from drinking had a greater frontal PFC response
during a no go tasks at baseline assessment before the onset of
any drinking, compared with adolescents who did not later
report heavy drinking or blackouts [104, 105]. This may
reflect over-recruitment of task-relevant regions to compen-
sate for deficient inhibition abilities, and suggests that this
neural response may be a marker of risk of later impaired
control over drinking.

Finally, behavioral measures also have limitations. They
are time-consuming, difficult, and sometimes expensive to
administer. Furthermore, their psychometric properties are
more difficult to establish by use of conventional methods,
because they suffer from the “task impurity problem” (i.e.
scores on a task cannot be disaggregated from task-specific
demands [106]). Because of fatigue effects, researchers rarely
(i.e. only 11 studies reported) include more than one or two
measurements of behavior in the same study, making it diffi-
cult to achieve convergent or divergent validity or to use latent
factor analysis to obtain task-independent estimates of ability
[32••]. Many behavioral tasks have only a single summary
score, which obviates traditional measures of reliability rely-
ing on multiple “items” or scores from a single test (for
example split-half reliability or Cronbach’s alpha), which, in
turn, forces researchers to rely on more costly methods, for
example test–retest reliability. Indeed, it is unclear whether
behavioral tasks are best categorized as state or trait measures,
although this is likely to vary between tasks. Sharma et al.
[32••] noted that test–retest reliability of behavioral tasks is
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rare, and often low when tested. However, two recent studies
reported moderate to high reliability in several tasks in the
very short term (one week to one month), providing some
evidence that measures of impulsive choice measure a stable
and consistent style (i.e. delay discounting, BART, and prob-
ability discounting; one week test–retest r=0.76–0.89) where-
as executive function tasks have a broader range of reliability
(i.e. stop-signal, go/no-go, CPT, flanker tasks, antisaccade;
one week test–retest r=0.38–0.92) [107–109]. Finally, a few
researchers have begun to use behavioral impulsivity tasks for
ecological momentary assessment (EMA) several times per
day among smokers and hard drug users. These studies have
used variations on the Stroop task [109, 110] and the CPT and
delay discounting [111] and performance in these studies was
affected by cravings and mood, suggesting that performance
in these tasks is, at least in part, affected by context. These
studies also reported good reliability for these tasks; a cocaine
Stroop task, for example, had a reliability of r=0.68 [109].

Associations Between Trait and Behavior Measures

When researchers have attempted to connect trait and behav-
ioral measures of impulsivity they frequently report no, weak,
or inconsistent relationships. Several studies have reported no
associations [59, 69, 112–114]. One study investigating mul-
tiple measures of trait impulsivity using five independent
behavioral measures reported only moderate associations with
errors in a Stroop task [115], but remained unrelated to all
other performance outcomes. A recent meta-analysis of over
100 multi-method studies showed that task measures and self-
report measures, on average, usually had weak correlations
(between r=0.10 and r=0.15), although there was variability
in the magnitude of the effects [22•]. Another recent meta-
analysis reported similar findings for a few task results only
[32••]. This could be because of the commonly reported weak
association between single instances of behavior and traits,
which may improve upon aggregation of multiple measures of
behavior [116, 117]. It may also be that conducting behavioral
tasks under ideal conditions (for example in a quiet,
distraction-free environment), although providing an opti-
mum estimate of ability, may actually not provide an optimum
estimate of individual differences in impulsivity, which may,
rather, arise only under conditions of challenge or stress. It
might only be that individual differences in impulsivity
emerge under conditions of stress, fatigue, or negative or
positive mood, as they are theorized to do in the real world.
Adolescents and young adults with high scores for different
aspects of impulsivity do not act impulsively all the time, and
understanding the contextual conditions necessary to evoke
impulsive behavior may be crucial to observing impulsivity in
the laboratory.

Finally, it is possible impulsivity as measured by behavior
or trait is simply not the same; this may be an example of the
“jingle fallacy” [118]. For example, Sharma et al. [32••]
recently reported that impulsivity measured by behavior and
trait independently predicts “daily life” outcomes, for example
alcohol use and other externalizing behavior. This may not be
surprising, given that trait and measures of behavior do not
share a common theoretical framework. As can be seen in our
review, there is little theoretical overlap between how indica-
tors of behavior and trait measures are organized, and despite
its strong theoretical support, few attempts have been made to
represent current trait models, for example the UPPS model at
the behavioral level. Thus, despite how often authors attempt
to use the same or similar labels, it is not clear we can even say
that trait and behavior are indicative of the same aspect of
impulsivity (see also an excellent meta-analysis by Cyders
et al. [119••]). Notable exceptions may include the BART,
designed to assess sensitivity to positive reinforcement, and
moderately correlated with sensation seeking (r=0.20–0.35)
[65, 120, 121], and the recently developed Maryland resource
for the behavioral understanding of reinforcement from neg-
ative stimuli (MRBURNS), designed to assess sensitivity to
negative reinforcement and correlated with negative urgency
(r=0.26) [122]. These somewhat better correlations between
trait and behavioral measures suggest that performance on
these tasks may better reflect a behavioral manifestation of
these impulsive traits, although the trait-like nature of the
BART (with test-re-test reliability >0.75) suggests that it
may reflect a separate impulsigenic trait rather than the be-
havioral manifestation of a trait.

Conclusions

Most researchers who attempt to characterize the neural basis
of impulsivity in alcohol disorders have used behavioral im-
pulsivity tasks to build their phenotype, with some authors
going as far as arguing that impulsivity research has moved
beyond the use of traits to focus largely on behavioral indica-
tors of impulsivity because traits do not predict behavior [58].
However, it is clear from several reviews that traits, as indi-
cators of impulsivity, are actually, the best predictor of indi-
vidual differences in alcohol behavior (and, indeed, most
behavior) [28•, 29•, 30•], although some indicators of behav-
ior seem to have more predictive value [32••]. It is interesting
that our neural maps of the risk of alcohol disorders are being
built largely without utilizing the single best predictor of
alcohol behavior. One promising direction in trait impulsivity
research involves the measurement of self-control specific to
the drinking context. Impaired control over drinking reflects
the inability to stop or limit drinking at will [1] and is regarded
as a dysregulated pattern of drinking [7, 8]. This aspect, with
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relationships to enhanced responses to alcohol in the insula,
precentral gyrus, and putamen areas of the brain [92•], has
recently been identified as understudied [3••]. Thus, under-
standing the neural basis of individual differences in impul-
sivity and impulsivity specifically directed toward drinking
(on the basis of the three factor framework) at the trait level is
a critical topic for future research.

The importance of a coherent, valid hypothesis cannot be
overstated. As Strauss and Smith [123] noted, a hypothesis
may fail because the relationship between, for example, im-
pulsivity and alcohol use during adolescence does not exist,
but also because impulsivity was not measured validly, or that
impulsivity encompasses more than one concept in a single
measurement, which obscures the true relationship between
impulsivity and alcohol use. This is true for some positive
findings: a positive finding could also result either from a non-
rejected hypothesis or from a measure of impulsivity that
mixes two concepts in a single indicator, only one of which
is associated with alcohol use. If impulsivity is truly multi-
dimensional, as is becoming increasingly recognized [27,
32••], then using uni-dimensional indicators of impulsivity at
the trait or behavioral level [119••] becomes important, espe-
cially as many reviews have suggested all aspects of impul-
sivity are associated with alcohol use and problems [28•, 30•].

Moreover, the use of modern psychometrics to investigate
these uni-dimensional structures is critical. Although authors
frequently describe impulsivity in terms of a latent concept,
they often rely on earlier scales (many versions of which are
still commonly used) that were developed by such psycho-
metric approaches as principal-components analysis (PCA) or
applications of exploratory factor analysis [124, 125] that
have since been shown to have the potential to produce
misleading solutions (for example orthogonal factor rotations
or assuming that binary or ordinal response options can be
accurately treated as continuous [126, 127]). For example,
most studies establishing the validity of the Barratt impulsive-
ness scale [25, 128] utilized PCA, an approach which has been
criticized because it assumes items are measured without error
and does not explicitly model a latent concept believed to
underlie item responses [124]. On the other hand, more re-
cently developed scales (for example the UPPS, [26, 27]) tend
to utilize combinations of exploratory and confirmatory factor
analysis. These differences in how trait scales were first devel-
oped makes the task of comparing across scales more challeng-
ing, because it may be that scales differ in the extent to which
they are unitary or multi-dimensional, or what range of severity
they cover, or how much information they provide. Although
psychometricians recommend testing and reporting scale infor-
mation beyond simple latent factors, for example tests of in-
variance across groups (or age), or test information, item diffi-
culty, and discrimination [129, 130], many well established
scales lack this information. Without basic psychometrics for

common impulsivity scales, it will remain impossible to deter-
mine whether different findings from studies arise because they
measure different things or because they measure the same
thing but do so differently. There are several recent examples,
however, for example computer-adaptive administration (CAT,
a method which utilizes item-response theory) of the schedule
for non-adaptive and adaptive personality (SNAP) [131], or the
development of the BIS-brief within an item response theory
(IRT) framework [132], or tests of measurement invariance in
the UPPS [133], which are excellent examples of how modern
psychometric theory might be utilized to construct better indi-
cators as a means of improving the mismeasurement of impul-
sivity in the field.

We have also noted throughout this paper that there are
concepts similar to trait and behavioral impulsivity in the child
and adolescent developmental field. Yet the work of re-
searchers who study the development of temperament [33,
39, 134] and how it relates to precursors of substance use, for
example externalizing behavior [39, 40], and adolescent de-
velopmental researchers, cited throughout, who study con-
cepts similar to impulsivity (for example “psychosocial matu-
rity”, one facet of which is impulse control) and how they are
related to substance use and other risk behavior have been, to
date, underemphasized.

Moreover, it is important to understand how regions of
the brain that are implicated in both impulsivity and alcohol
use and problems are related to behavior during develop-
ment. First, a critical shortcoming of the “developmental
asymmetry” model of adolescence is that no studies have
shown that individual differences in brain development are
associated with individual differences in measures of the
traits of sensation seeking or impulse control. Thus, it is
critical to understand how existing models of the trait
impulsivity may be mapped on to brain development to
bridge the brain–behavior gap. Moreover, there has been
little work examining whether brain regions responsible for
response inhibition in adulthood serve similar functions in
adolescence. In general, fMRI studies of response inhibi-
tion suggest that adolescents recruit similar areas as adults
and perform equally well, yet adolescents engage the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) more, and other
regions less, than adults (reviewed elsewhere [135]), which
suggests that cognitive control is more of an effort for adoles-
cents and relies more on a single region of the brain rather than
using other functions that also contribute to response inhibition.
Silveri et al. [136] demonstrated that young adolescents (age
12–14) have low ACC GABA levels compared with emerging
adults. Finally, during an fMRI Stroop task, response in dorso-
lateral prefrontal “control” regions was less for adolescents than
for adults, and this response was associated with measures of
impulse control (Weinberger adjustment inventory) and results
from the future orientation questionnaire [137].
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Given that alcohol use and related disorders begin during
adolescence and emerging adulthood, and that impulsivity can
be observed during childhood and adolescence before the
onset of drinking, it is important to think about impulsivity
in the context of development. Critical questions include: how
does impulsivity, measured as a trait and as a behavior, devel-
op from childhood into adolescence and into adulthood? To
what extent is the factor structure of impulsivity consistent
during development? And, taken together, how does the de-
velopment of impulsivity during childhood, adolescence, and
young adulthood affect the development of alcohol use and
disorders during those same developmental periods?

Development of measures of the state of impulsivity that
are clearly connected to the trait, behavioral, and neural
models of impulsivity described above is a critical area of
future research. This may be achieved by adaptation or
alternative use of current measures of behavioral tasks,
novel developments in behavioral measurement, or adapta-
tions of measures of traits to the state level. For example,
EMA studies utilizing measures of behavioral tasks [109,
110] can provide insight into whether contextual changes
affect risk behavior by producing momentary increases in
impulsivity. More recently, researchers have attempted to
ask participants to self-report their state impulsivity at-
tempts (“I needed to control or fix my mood or thoughts”;
Muraven et al. (Muraven, Collins, Shiffman & Paty, 2005)
and another group have developed a brief self-report im-
pulsivity scale designed to be given in an EMA context that
is moderately correlated (r>0.30–42) with specific dimen-
sions of both the UPPS and the BIS [138].

An impressive number of treatments have been developed
with the specific purpose of improving some aspect of behav-
ioral or cognitive impulsivity as a means of preventing or
treating substance use disorders. Recent reviews acknowledge
promising evidence of improved executive function from
training programs using several methods, including comput-
erized training, meditation, neurofeedback, and physical ex-
ercise [139•]; similar work has been conducted among chil-
dren [140]. Specific to alcohol, working memory training was
also associated with greater decreases in alcohol use by heavy
drinkers with strong automatic preferences for alcohol [141].
Training in mindfulness results in improvements in impulsiv-
ity, including response inhibition, cognitive flexibility, and
attention control both for adolescents and adults [142–146],
and mindfulness-based intervention has been shown to be
effective in the treatment of substance use disorders [147,
148]. However, as one reads this list alone, it is notable how
often the “impulsivity” target changes during intervention.
Having consistent, clearly, and theoretically derived models
of impulsivity as a trait, behavior, and, increasingly, as a state
are not only are of benefit to theory but also provide clear and
specific behavioral objectives for intervention that spur the
development of treatment.
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